
There is no such thing as an unbiased reporter; at best we hope
for unbiased reporting. One way to deal with this truth is for
writers to simply identify their biases at the outset so that the

reader can process the piece with that in mind.
I hate decorative chess sets.
Elephant ivory was in the news in November and, as a result, my

household has been bom bard ed by animal rights groups fundraising on
the instant shock current of electricity that comes these days from a
presidential tweet. My four- and seven-year-old look up pathetically
and ask, “Daddy, can you save the elephants?”

Before one should judge, one should judge oneself, and I wondered
if our game of chess was a contributing factor. I imagined tourists buying
decorative sets in Africa and displaying them in foyers collecting dust. I
thought I could contribute to making ivory chess sets “uncool.”

After weeks of research and hours of inter views, none of that turned
out to be true.

Frank Camaratta, founder of House of Staun ton and active buyer
and seller of antique chess sets, used to dislike decorative sets himself:
“In 1986 I began collecting Jaques of London Staunton sets. Decorative
sets did not interest me. It seemed more about craftsmanship and
showing off, or culture—i.e. the pieces were some cultural reference or
touchstone. I wasn’t there yet.”

It turns out that collecting sets was actually part of the business plan.
“I began buying and selling antique Staunton sets for samples in order
to make reproductions. A lot of people don’t realize, but to make a high-
quality reproduction you need an original to copy.”

That led Frank to England, where he quickly made an impression on
the chess collectors there. “I would go to an auction and they said I was
NUTS to pay 100 to 1,000 English pounds for a top-of-the-line Jaques
Staunton ivory set. For my part, I thought they were giving them away.
I guess the right way to say it is: they snickered. Meanwhile I got most
of the available sets in the whole of England.”

An ivory set similar to one Frank is describ ing recently hammered at
auction for $40,000. Talk about getting the last laugh!

Eventually Frank had over 1,000 Jaques sets. “Like most collectors, I
would sell lesser sets in order to buy better sets. I had to buy whole lots

of chess sets sometimes—unfortunately, from a widow or an heir—and
I ended up with a lot of decorative sets.” Much to Frank’s surprise, he
found there was gold in “them thar hills.” “I discovered decorative sets
actually sold quite well. I started to branch out. I’ve found that most
chess collectors aren’t necessarily serious players and there was a large
market for sets that we wouldn’t consider playable.”

Frank is quick to correct some of my misconceptions about the ivory
sets he and others collect. “Elephant ivory is used for the most desirable
decorative sets. It’s not actually carved in Africa at all. The sets collectors
are after were carved in India and China and Hong Kong and were
actually made for the export market.  If you think about it, they would
make Chinese chess sets [which use flat pieces] and not western ones.”

In 1977, the International Treaty on Endan gered Species added the
African elephant to its list of species threatened with extinction. Ensuing
regulations over the years have effectively banned commercial trade of
African elephant ivory and severely limited non-commercial trade in
the United States. 

I pressed Frank on how he really knows he’s buying a legal set. After
reviewing the complex regulations, I was confused. It turned out there
was a good reason for my confusion. 

“The [legal] date isn’t a [fixed] date; it’s a moving date: 100 years old.
Each year, another batch of chess sets are legal to collect. The [initial]
treaty, though, was signed in 1977 at a time [when] there still were
ivory chess sets being mass produced in Asia. I wouldn’t buy sets made
around that time. For me, the date is 1900.”

Not only does this give Frank some safety margin, it has a more direct
rationale. “The sets we are after are actually all made in 1700-1800.
They were made—many of them—in the Baharampur region of India.
We know they are genuine antiques because I highly doubt a person is
alive today who could duplicate the great ivory carvers’ work from that
region and time.”

Frank thinks his business has nothing to do with modern elephant
decline. “Ivory is a natural resource for the country of its origin to
manage for the benefit of the country. As to its use as a natural resource,
they—the country—should make that call, not some international treaty
signed in Europe. Plus there are such things as ‘pest elephants’ and the

ON THE TUSKS OF A DILEMMA
The U.S. government decided in November 2017 to lift the ban 
on ivory before quickly reversing itself. This led us to wonder: 
What has been the status of ivory chess sets of late?
By C.K. DAMROSCH
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Trump Administration to Lift Ban
on ‘Trophy’ Elephant Imports
- The New York Times, November 16, 2017

Trump Halted These Hunt Trophies.
Elephant Lovers Will Never Forget It
- The New York Times, November 20, 2017

local populace should have the right to deal with them.”
Not a fan of regulations that have left the value of ivory sets “cut in

half,” he summarizes his view of how these laws came about with a
catchy argument. “They don’t go after poachers; they go after collectors.
Why? [Because] collectors don’t shoot back!”

Dr. Daaim Shabazz, a professor at Florida A&M University, the
founder of The Chess Drum website, and author of the sold-out biography
of IM Emory Tate, Triple Exclam!!!, disagrees. “Elephants are not a crop.
Elephants are slow moving. Elephants are slow growing. Elephant tusks
take decades to grow. The losses that already have been sustained are
not simply replaced like planting a crop of sugar cane.”

Daaim has traveled extensively in Africa and has seen the creatures
up close and personal.  “I was in Botswana in a boat and we came across
a family of elephants. They let us get within six feet of them. Elephants
are really very docile—at least till their little ones are bothered.  Elephants
are really smart and really beautiful.”

A chess player himself with an impressive FIDE rating, Daaim is not
unsympathetic to the collector. “Of course ivory is beautiful in art work,
but it comes at a great cost. It’s a shame, but elephant numbers are
simply dropping too quickly. In Kenya they are all but gone. I visited an
elephant orphanage there that is trying to raise the baby elephants
whose parents were poached.”

Daaim also agrees poaching is a real problem. “It’s a complicated
issue—an equilibrium needs to be maintained with some hunting;
elephants are destructive. But the numbers—the way it’s going, poachers
will go overboard if there are not strict laws and anti-poaching measures
including armed rangers patrolling. Otherwise they will wipe them out
quick,” Daaim warns.

I wondered if we couldn’t collect ivory from dead elephants; I imagined
the “elephants’ graveyard” of old movies. That, like much of what we
think we know in the west about Africa, turns out to be a myth.

“Elephants need large open areas. Elephants do die, but they roam a
lot normally and in fact, when they die they go off to a remote place
and die alone. These are large, vast areas and we simply don’t know
where the tusks are,” Daaim concludes.

According to experts, these large gatherings of bones and tusks

described by early western explorers were actually the result of drought—
the elephants gathered at shrinking water holes until they dried up and
there, they perished.

Not all the news is bad. “In Zimbabwe [home to many of the remaining
elephants], [Robert] Mugabe has stepped down. It was time for a change.
Now they are going to look for ways to generate money, to raise tourism
funds. They will look to have people view the natural beauty and that
includes living elephants.”

Dr. Shabaaz has a collection of his own of scholarly works that detail
how African chess pieces are made. He confirms, “They are largely not
ivory. Some [are ivory], but mostly stone, metal and wood.” They almost
always are set in African motifs—not very practical for play.

My friends—I’ll call them “The Flying Op tom etrists” because they are
global explor ers—just happened to be headed to Africa to donate their
services for eye surgeries. I charged them with noting if ivory chess sets
were for sale. In Nigeria, they were told that indeed ivory sets were
available, but that shopping for them after dark was not advised. So, far
from being openly displayed, ivory sets were tucked away.

I found the same thing in National Geographic’s investigative hidden
cam footage. The places to find illegal chess sets are back down dark
hallways, hidden in back rooms beneath the covers. And they also are
most likely NOT in Africa at all, but in Hong Kong.

These dealers use some accounting tricks to basically pretend they
are selling pre-ban ivory. The vast majority of it is either sold raw or is
carved for tourists from Mainland China visiting Hong Kong. As a
result, the motifs are distinctly Asian. Western sets, not so much.

Want those? The Humane Society went undercover in San Francisco
and other California  communities and did find illegal sets for sale right
here in the USA. A subsequent “bust” in California netted “four chess
sets valued at $3,000.”

As far as sinners go, we chess players are probably not the biggest
problem here in the USA. Gun inlays and grips, billiard balls and cues,
musical instruments—these are all undoubtedly bigger communities
that use—and abuse—ivory.

Still, according to long time collector Floyd Sarisohn, “Yes, we are
part of the problem.” Floyd and his wife Bernice have amassed one of



the coolest, most eclectic collections of chess sets in the world. They
are the kind of collectors who have given over their home, their garage,
their basement and well, built an addition—all for the chess sets.

Ironically, it all began with a single ivory chess set. “My wife and I
got married and my brother was in Japan and sent us as a wedding gift
an ivory chess set. Not to be outdone, my mother bought us a lovely
glass set from Vienna.  It became ‘a thing.’ We looked at each other and
said, ‘We better learn how to play chess!’ ”

One thousand sets later, Floyd is not a stranger to ivory laws. Floyd
lives in a state where ivory laws are among the strictest in the world: no
sale, no import, no export—no nothing. “They say they can’t tell the age
of the ivory, but you can tell old ivory. You can tell if a set is antique or
not; it is easy. The truth is they don’t want to train the agents, so as a
result everyone is penalized as if a set was made yesterday,” explains Floyd.

Rendering many collections essentially val ue less, the government
argued that collectors could recoup the value of their ivory chess set
collections by donating them to a museum. Floyd is having none of it.
“This presumes that I have income to write off such a donation. I’m a
retired lawyer.” Floyd continued, “Plus most collectors want to add and
subtract [to] their collections. These laws prevent that.”  

To make things worse, at least one museum actively seeking ivory
donations has been cited by animal rights groups as a front for massive
illegal trade in whole ivory tusks. If you do donate, be careful.

Luckily for Floyd, “the serious collectors all want to see my ivory,
but really the heart of my collection is my presidential political sets I
have going back to George Washington, none of which are ivory.”

The most serious chess set collector of them all is also in an affected
state—in more ways than one. Code named “Voldemort”—the collector
that must not be named—he has the largest, loveliest, and at one point,
most valuable collection of ivory chess pieces in the world. Now, it is
essentially worthless. So battered and demoralized by the press coverage
of the subject and the subsequent withering social media criticism on
him, he decided not to be a part of this piece. What kind of criticism
could drive a normally bold collector underground with his passions?

An explanation is found in the rhetoric around animal rights issues in
these times. I sought to come up with the most extreme animal rights
argument against col lect ing antique ivory chess sets. Godwin’s law may
provide an answer. It states, “As an online discussion grows longer, the
prob a bil ity of a com par  ison involving Hitler approaches ‘one.’” Sure enough,
someone has ap proach ed this com pari son: Debbie Ethell of the KOTA
(Keepers of the Ark) Founda tion, kotafoundation. org, writes this about

ivory chess sets, “Can you imagine if we were talking about selling treasures
and mementos of the holocaust? If we were offering a tooth of a small
child who died in a gas chamber for sale as a necklace? Why is owning a
memento for a human holocaust so completely revolting while owning
ivory from an elephant holocaust still considered so ... valuable?”

Collectors react with similar horror to law enforcement holding ivory
crushing events, most recently in New York City’s Central Park this
past August, where two tons of seized ivory went up a conveyor belt
into a massive stone crusher. Frank Camaratta says of this practice, “It’s
absurd, this is Nazi burning books stuff!”

A much more human-centric critique comes from Jerald Times, who
went from igniting passion for chess among youth at the Harlem Children’s
Zone to Cape Town, South Africa, where he worked for The David
McEnulty Chess Foundation. Jerald admits, “Ivory chess set? No, I love
a fine art ivory chess set. But elephants aren’t for sport and not for profit.”

Jerald, while seeing elephants as a resource like Frank, sees this issue
as one and the same with the larger issue facing Africa. “Ivory is part of
the whole history of Africa—we don’t control our resources. From
diamonds in South Africa, oil in Niger, cobalts for cellphones found in
the Congo—Africans are not running the exploitation of our resources—
outside nations are. African policies are perpetually in disarray and the
ruling class does not distribute wealth from selling those resources.”

Jerald pushes back on blaming everything on poachers. “The poachers
are opportunists. They receive a small profit margin.” Jerald believes
poachers may be driven by opportunity, but other interests are the ones
that reap the big rewards. Without someone offering money—perhaps
even pushing money in order to meet demand for ivory—poaching
probably would be far less prevalent. 

As evidence, Jerald explains that Africans have nature-centric theology
much like Native American spirituality. “The African [religions’] overall
world view is a sense of balance. They believe in harmony with nature.
Right now that balance is upset.”

Is your head spinning yet? Mine was. To complicate matters further,
if you look at enough of these sets, one day you’ll fall in love with one.
Even worse for me, it was a Bundesform set made from African animal
horn. This design was debuted as part of the Nazi propaganda surrounding
the 1936 Munich Chess Olympiad.  So much for my liberal values and
Jewish heritage! At the very least, like Jimmy Carter, I had to admit I
had “lust in my heart.”

And if that wasn’t enough, in another cosmic coincidence, a chess set
came up for auction just before my deadline that really threw the ethics,
aesthetics, and legal issues up in the air like my kids do with a deck of
cards. Emmanuel Rudnitsky (you might know him better as Philadelphia’s
own Man Ray) made several lovely chess sets at the behest of his friend,
Marcel Duchamp (some friend—he called Man Ray a “woodpusher”).
He only made one set in ivory, however, which he gave to his wife
Juliet in 1964, and it’s a stunner.

Want it? Not so fast—1964 isn’t old enough.  Hence the set was sold
at an auction in Germany, where I guess, anything goes. Now we undeni -
ably have Art with a capital “A” involved with ivory. While in the end I
remain hopelessly confused, the market at least made its own ethical
decision. The set hammered down well over estimate at 77,500 EUR or
approximately $91,400.

What can I say? I’ve never played with an ivory chess set in my life.
I’ve never even seen anyone play with an ivory chess set. But this
Christmas my daughter Ella “symbolically adopted” an elephant from
the proceeds of this article. But in my dreams at night, I find myself
playing Marcel Duchamp, my red ivory knights snorting and kicking
sand as they attack ...

Daddy did what he could, kids.
Note: US Chess has not sold ivory sets. Chess Life’s last ad for an ivory set
appeared in the late 1970s.
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THE JAQUES MARKING ON A SET COLLECTED BY FRANK CAMARATTA.
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MAN RAY IVORY CHESS SET, PHOTO COURTESY OF GRISEBACDH AUCTION HOUSE.

BUNDESFORM IN ANIMAL HORN, PHOTO COURTESY OF THE CHESS MUSEUM


